Abstract-Navigation, mapping, and tracking are state estimation problems relevant to a wide range of applications. These problems have traditionally been formulated using random vectors in stochastic filtering, smoothing, or optimization-based approaches. Alternatively, the problems can be formulated using random finite sets, which offer a more robust solution in poor detection conditions (i.e., low probabilities of detection, and high clutter intensity). This paper mathematically shows that the two estimation frameworks are related, and equivalences can be determined under a set of ideal detection conditions. The findings provide important insights into some of the limitations of each approach. These are validated using simulations with varying detection statistics, along with a real experimental dataset.
I. INTRODUCTION
N AVIGATION, mapping, and tracking, are all state estimation problems relevant to a number of fields such as mobile robotics, computer vision, and aerospace. Navigation is the process of estimating one's pose and is also referred to as the localization problem. Mapping is the process of estimating the locations of objects of interest that are usually static. When the two estimation problems are combined, it is referred to as the simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) problem in robotics, or structure from motion (SFM) in computer vision. When the objects in the map are dynamic, it is usually referred to as the target tracking problem. In solving these state estimation problems, a probabilistic approach is usually employed. SLAM and target tracking have traditionally been solved using stochastic Bayesian filtering [1] . In recent years, non-linear optimization (or batch estimation) methods that have traditionally been used in solving SFM and photogrammetry problems, have become more prominent in solving SLAM problems. Irrespective as to whether filtering or smoothing is adopted, the problems have traditionally been formulated using (RVs) to represent the state. In recent years, the random finite set (RFS) formulation was introduced to the target tracking community, which treats the target state as a finite-set-valued random variable, and hence the cardinality (size) of the set is also a random variable. The RFS estimation framework, also referred to as multi-target tracking, calculates the multi-target distribution of targets and provides not only spatial information, but also the number of expected targets. The objective of this article is to show that the RFS estimation framework has a close relationship with the random vector (RV) framework, in both Bayes filtering and batch estimation. Furthermore, this article will show that when assumptions are made on the detection and clutter statistics, and an assumption on the set cardinality is imposed onto the RFS framework, equivalences with the RV framework, for both stochastic filtering and batch estimation, can be inferred. From this, the conditions under which one approach may be favoured over the other will be shown, and the foundations of both RV and RFS representations are compared in order to draw such conclusions. This article is an extension of [2] , in which the RFS filtering formulation of SLAM was proposed as a generalization of the RV formulation. In this article, the relationship between the two formulations is drawn for a wider range of problems. Furthermore, this article explains the relationship in both stochastic filtering and batch estimation. For experimental validation, this article examines a wider selection of scenarios under simulations in comparison to [2] , and the results gathered from over 2000 simulation runs are presented. Real experimental datasets are also used.
The remainder of the article is organized as follows. Section II provides background information on the RFS estimation framework. Section III includes the mathematical formulations for navigation, mapping, and tracking problems in both the RFS and RV frameworks. Section IV shows the mathematical connection between the two frameworks, which requires a strict set of ideal detection conditions. In Section V these conditions will be relaxed to show connections between the RFS framework and particular RV SLAM concepts, namely the multi-hypothesis (MH)-factored solution to SLAM (Fast-SLAM) and maximum likelihood (ML) SLAM. Section VI discusses important ramifications of the ideal detection conditions which are, possibly unwittingly, applied in RV frameworks. The findings will be validated using simulations and real experimental data in Section VII. Finally, Section VIII concludes the article.
II. BACKGROUND INFORMATION
From point process theory, mathematical tools called finite set statistics (FISST) were developed by Mahler [3] , which provide the foundation for state estimation and data fusion using RFSs. The initial application of this approach was in target tracking. Aside from the ability to jointly estimate cardinality and the spatial distribution of targets, there are several benefits in using an RFS estimation approach compared to an RV approach. Typically in RV approaches, data association (or determining correspondences between measurements and state components for estimation updates) is performed using an algorithm that is separate from the estimator (e.g., choosing the correspondences which maximize the measurement likelihood). Within a Bayesian framework, when correspondences are likely with multiple objects, an MH method [4] , [5] can be used to track the results of different data associations. Alternatively, the joint probabilistic data association (JPDA) filter [6] , [7] can provide an average estimate composed of (measurement-likelihood) weighted updates from multiple hypotheses. In contrast, data association is mathematically a part of the estimation update process in the RFS approach. In the RFS Bayes filter, target estimates are updated by simultaneously combining them with every measurement to account for every possible correspondence hypothesis. Furthermore, the addition of state components based on new measurements is also handled natively within the RFS formulation. The use of sets allows this operation to be performed in a more mathematically principled manner, as opposed to arbitrarily changing the dimension of an RV. Another benefit of using RFSs is the inclusion of detection statistics (i.e., the probability of detection, and the amount of clutter or outliers expected from a sensor or feature detector) within the estimation framework.
Similar to RV filtering, RFS-based filtering methods also stem from the recursive Bayesian filtering paradigm. 1 FISSTs include meaningful definitions of set integrals and derivatives, and allow the application of Bayes estimation techniques for use with RFSs. However, as with the RV form, the general filter is also computationally intractable, except for certain classes of models which admit closed form solutions. The probability hypothesis density (PHD) 2 is the first statistical moment of an RFS's probability density function (PDF). Propagating this, instead of the full RFS PDF, approximates the RFS Bayes filter as the PHD filter [8] . Representing the PHD using a Gaussian mixture (GM) results in the GM-PHD filter [9] . This was applied to the SLAM problem in [10] . A closely-related and similar single-cluster PHD filter [11] was also applied to SLAM with moving targets in [12] . A generalization of the PHD filter, known as the cardinalized probability hypothesis density (CPHD) filter [13] , relaxes the Poisson assumption by treating RFSs as independently and identically distributed (IID) clusters. This provides better filtering performance at a higher computational cost. Alternatively, the RFS Bayes filter can be assumed to follow a multiBernoulli (MB) distribution, where elements within the RFS are assumed independent, and Bernoulli-distributed. This leads to the MB filter, which produces a biased cardinality estimate. The cardinality balanced MB filter was introduced as a remedy [14] . To facilitate the inclusion of track labels into the filtering process, the generalized labelled multi-Bernoulli (GLMB) filter was introduced [15] . In the same work, and in [16] , the δ-GLMB filter was introduced as a sub-class of GLMB filters that offers better computational properties for target tracking applications. The labelled multi-Bernoulli (LMB) filter detailed in [17] can also be derived from the GLMB, and was applied to a navigation and mapping problem in [18] .
Aside from Bayesian filtering, non-linear least squares (batch) estimation is another approach to solving navigation and mapping problems. This is more commonly seen in SFM and SLAM [19] - [23] , but is also used in target tracking [24] - [26] in the form of forward-backward smoothers. For the non-linear least squares approach, various algebraic decompositions allow the RV problem to be solved efficiently [27] . However, finding a practically feasible solution for (non-backward-forward smoothing) batch estimation in RFS form is still an open problem to the best knowledge of the authors. Nevertheless, a mathematical connection can still be made between the batch estimation problem of the two forms, as will be shown in this article.
III. MATHEMATICAL FRAMEWORKS
In navigation, the goal is to estimate a vehicle or sensor pose, given measurements to objects with known positions. Conversely, in mapping and target tracking, the state of the vehicle or sensor is known, while the positions of objects (i.e., the static map or dynamic targets) must be estimated over time. SLAM and SFM are more general in that they combine both the navigation and mapping or tracking problems such that both vehicle or sensor pose, and the state of objects must be jointly estimated. In general, the underlying stochastic system for the estimation problem can be represented using the, in general, non-linear discrete-time equations: Furthermore, for the mapping and target tracking problems where the sensor state is known, (1) would not be used.
The number of measurements/detections, n k , produced by the measurement/detection process is a random variable. The set Z k of measurement/detection vectors at time-step k is given by:
Note that the model representing the collected measurements/detections, based on a sensor scan, should fundamentally be an RFS rather than an RV, since their number can, in general, change from scan to scan, and the order in which they occur has no significant meaning [10] .
A. Random Vector (RV) Formulation
In the RV formulation, the map or targets observed up to time-step k are concatenated into a single vector:
where m is the number of targets/map features deemed to exist, according to track/map management routines. Note that the jth measurement/detection z j k will not, in general, correspond to the jth map element m j k in (5), since the order in which measurements/detections occur may not correspond to the implicit ordering of the elements in (5) . Therefore, in general, in (3), i = j.
For brevity, m k will be referred to as the RV map from hereon. The following formulation still holds for target tracking problems where m k is a non-static target [28] .
Let θ represent the correspondences, where θ j = i indicates that measurement j is associated with map element i, and θ j = 0 if measurement j is not associated. In the RV formulation, the goal is to calculate the posterior that represents the estimated state of the vehicle x 0:k , the state of all map elements that have been observed m k and the unknown association history θ 1:k :
where the notation k 1 : k 2 denotes the inclusive time interval from k 1 to k 2 for the referred quantity (e.g.,
For the navigation problem, m k is known and would be excluded from (6) . Similarly, for mapping or target tracking, x 0:k is known and would be excluded. Equation (6) actually corresponds to the posterior density modelling a Multi-Hypothesis Correlation (MHC) approach to estimation. A subtle issue regarding (6) exists, as stated in [3] (page 340):
"It is not possible to estimate θ [the association hypothesis] as a state parameter without implicitly introducing knowledge of the observation process into the definition of a multitarget state." This is because θ implicitly depends on a specific order of the measurement/detection elements z (4) . However, collected measurements/detections have no a priori order, which is why they are modelled as a set. Therefore, the association variable θ 1:k itself cannot be part of the state, as it would result in a clear paradox -where a state variable depends on the observation (its ordering) even though one attempts to estimate it directly in Bayes rule. This issue will be re-addressed in Section IV-A, when the RFS based measurement likelihood is discussed.
In most RV based tracking and SLAM formulations, data association, i.e. the calculation/estimation of θ 1:k , is carried out separately, and independently of the Bayesian update used to estimate the joint RV state (x 0:k , m k ). Under this premise, the above issue of considering θ as a state variable, is usually ignored. The use of a measurement gating or data association algorithm, such as [29] , [30] , is usually applied to determine the correspondences (associations) between map elements and measurements before estimation updates. Once the association variables have been determined, only then is Bayes theorem, or ML estimation, used to update the joint distribution on the RV (x 0:k , m k ). Therefore, the distribution which is actually updated is 3 :
Using a probabilistic framework and a filtering approach, this posterior is calculated recursively by Bayesian estimation, based on the assumed data association hypothesis θ 1:k :
Alternatively, and applying the same arguments regarding the data association variables θ 1:k as above, the SLAM problem is also often solved by a non-linear least squares (batch) estimation approach [20] , [21] :
arg max
where, in the case of SLAM, the terms within the product are the likelihoods of the exteroceptive measurements and process (vehicle motion model) inputs.
B. Random Finite Set (RFS) Formulation
Alternatively, the estimation problem can be modelled by placing the (RVs) for the map into an RFS, and defining the observed map elements up to time-step k as:
where, in contrast to the RV map model, the cardinality, |M k | = m k , is also a random variable. Using the RFS map model, the required posterior can be rewritten as 4 :
This can also be solved by Bayesian estimation:
Although an RFS batch estimation formulation is still an open problem, it is possible to express it as:
The above optimization is difficult because it needs to be performed over continuous variables for the vehicle and map state, as well as the discrete map cardinality variable. An advantage of RFS estimation is the possibility of incorporating detection statistics within the set measurement likelihood. The probability of detection, P D x k , m i k , is the probability of obtaining a measurement given a robot pose, x k , and a map element state, m
is the likelihood of a set of measurements being clutter (or false alarms). The relationship between the RFS and RV formulations will be examined next.
IV. RELATING THE RFS AND THE RV FRAMEWORKS
In this section, the specific conditions under which the RFS formulation would be equivalent to the general RV framework will be mathematically shown.
Starting in the RFS framework, in the Bayes filter equations of (13) and (14), as well as (15) for batch estimation, several RFS PDFs are present. From the Bayes filter prediction (13) , there is the conditional PDF that is expressed over the vehicle trajectory and the map:
Common to both the filtering and batch estimation approaches is the set measurement likelihood,
which appears in (14) and (15) . In the denominator of (14), there is the normalizing factor:
This factor is the same in both the RFS and RV formulations (denominators of both (9) and (14)). For the distributions in (16) and (17) however, the conditions under which they would become equivalent in the RFS and RV frameworks will now be shown. Theorem 1: Given the joint distribution for the vehicle and RFS map, if the cardinality of the RFS map is deterministic, and the map elements can only be placed in an RV in one particular order, then the joint distribution is equivalent to that for the vehicle and RV map.
Proof: Suppose the joint distribution for the vehicle and RV map is (19) Using FISST [3] , the distribution over the vehicle and the map can be expressed as:
where m k is a random variable. If the cardinality m k of the RFS map is deterministic and equal to m, then p |M k | (m) = 1, and (20) becomes
The factorial term represents all the different permutations of the members in M k , and all permutations have the same likelihood (i.e., they are symmetric). If only one particular ordering is allowed, then the likelihoods of all other orderings become zero, and (21) becomes
Note that if (19) contains a different map element ordering, the same one can be selected from within (21) . Finally, if correspondence information is given, then (22) equals
which is equivalent to the joint likelihood of the vehicle pose and the RV map in (19) .
The significance of Theorem 1 is that it shows how the RV framework requires a deterministic map size and selects one ordering of map elements out of all permutations in the estimation process. Furthermore, correspondence selection by a data association routine is required.
A. A Note on RV and RFS Measurement Likelihoods
In Section III-A, a subtle, but important, issue was noted in connection with (6) . It was explained that considering θ as a state variable, implicitly requires a certain ordering of the measurements/detections z "In choosing such an ordering, are we introducing extraneous information -and thus also a statistical bias?" Hence it does not seem to be possible to estimate the correct association hypothesis θ without introducing information into the state model corresponding to an a priori order of the measurements/detections, which have yet to be recorded.
It was shown that this problem can, and should, be solved in order to derive a statistically unbiased multitarget measurement model [3] . The RFS measurement likelihood of (17) 
where N Z k is a normalization constant such that (24) integrates to unity. Under this definition, it can be seen that the association variable θ is effectively marginalized out, and thus has no effect on the RFS measurement likelihood
Within the RFS multi-object framework, the measurement likelihood can be more generally expressed in terms of a joint state's probability of detection P D (x k , m), its probability of misdetection 1 − P D (x k , m) and the likelihood of measurements Z k being clutter p (Z k ). When the measurements are assumed to follow a multi-Bernoulli distribution, the RFS measurement likelihood function is given as (25) shown at the bottom of this page, [3] . Note that, as shown in (24), the RFS measurement likelihood results from averaging over all data association hypotheses θ, taking them all into account equally. This measurement likelihood therefore consists of additive terms based upon each measurement to state association hypothesis θ. Typically, measurements are assumed to be conditionally independent, when conditioned on the state. This assumption is made here also and would make detections conditionally independent. For instance, the detections of two objects, where one occludes the other, are independent when conditioned on both objects' state.
Theorem 2: Given the RFS measurement likelihood, 6 if 1) the correspondence between measurements and map elements is given, and 2) if it is possible to assume that only associated map elements are detected, with perfect certainty, and 3) nonassociated measurements are always considered to be clutter, then the RFS measurement likelihood would be equivalent to the usually adopted RV measurement likelihood.
Proof: Given the correspondence θ, let:
define the set of associated and non-associated measurements, as well as the associated and non-associated map elements, respectively. Based on the definitions of the measurement and map sets ( (26) and (28)), given the correspondence θ, the RV measurement likelihood term in both (9) and (10), can be expressed as
The RFS measurement likelihood of (25) contains a summation over θ, which considers all possible permutations of data association, where measurements can be associated with a state (e.g. map) element, or considered clutter. Map elements may be associated with a measurement or misdetected. Unpaired measurements give the clutter factor, p κ (Z θ k ), while unpaired map elements give the misdetection factors, (1 − P D ()). Paired couples (where θ j = i = 0) provide the probabilities of detection, P D (), and the measurement likelihood factor for the given data association hypothesis, p(Z
If a set of correspondences θ * can be assumed,
Furthermore, it is necessary to assume that the associated map elements are the only ones detected, with perfect certainty:
The assumptions of (31), and (32) have important ramifications on the performance of RV SLAM filters, which will be discussed in Section VI. In addition, it is also necessary to assume that non-associated measurements are always considered clutter:
Substituting (31), (32) , and (33) into (25) gives:
which is equivalent to the RV likelihood (30) . The significance of Theorem 2 is that it shows the assumptions on the detection statistics that are implicit in the RV framework, where outlier rejection algorithms are assumed to discard measurements deemed not to originate from the map. From the remaining set of measurements, data association is assumed to determine correspondences with map elements. It is entirely possible that the assumed data association is incorrect, which could potentially lead to estimate divergence.
In summary, the joint distribution for the vehicle and map, and the measurement likelihoods, are conditional PDFs that appear in the RFS and RV forms of both the Bayes filter, and the batch estimation frameworks. Through Theorems 1 and 2, these conditional PDFs, and hence the estimation problems of navigation, mapping, and tracking, can be inferred as equivalent under the following conditions, which from here-on will be referred to as the ideal detection conditions:
1) The size of the map estimate is deterministic.
2) Data association is assumed.
3) The probability of detection of a map element with an associated measurement is unity, but zero if unassociated. 4) The likelihood of non-associated measurements being clutter is unity.
V. RELAXING THE IDEAL DETECTION CONDITIONS
Under the Bayesian estimation framework, the complete relaxation of the ideal detection conditions introduced in Section IV-B gives rise to the general RFS measurement likelihood of (25) , which if substituted into (14) is the basis of RFS based filters including the PHD [8] , CPHD [13] , MB [14] and GLMB [16] filters.
This section relaxes the ideal detection conditions by firstly not assuming a given data association and secondly by not assuming unity probability of detection of associated map features. Theoretical comparisons of RFS based SLAM solutions with these "relaxed" ideal detection conditions, are then made with currently published RV SLAM solutions, which assume similar conditions.
A. Relaxing Condition 2: No Assumed Data Association
This section will explore the relationship between the RFS SLAM and RV MH-FastSLAM formulations. MH-FastSLAM factorizes the joint SLAM posterior into a distribution on the robot's trajectory and the map, conditioned on that trajectory, and allows for multiple data association hypotheses. This concept will now be applied to the RFS SLAM posterior of (12), adopting the RFS measurement likelihood of (25) , in order to determine if RV MH-FastSLAM can be derived from (13) and (14) when ideal detection condition 2) is relaxed.
The full RFS SLAM posterior can be factored as follows:
In MH-FastSLAM, the distribution on the robot's trajectory p (x 0:k |Z 1:k , u 0:k ) is represented as N particles:
where each robot trajectory particle x q 0:k has weight w q and δ() is the Dirac delta function.
Prediction is then carried out such that:
That is,
A new measurement RFS Z k +1 yields the Bayesian update
where η is a normalization constant and the Markov assumption has been applied such that
Substituting (39) into (40) gives
Applying Bayes theorem to the map M k +1 gives
, (43) which allows the last two terms in (42) to be replaced as follows
where p Z k +1 |Z 1:k , x q 0:k +1 contributes to the new trajectory particle weight and can be expanded as
To determine the RFS equivalent of MH-FastSLAM, it is necessary to substitute the full measurement likelihood equivalent of (25) , p (Z k +1 |M k +1 , x 0:k +1 ) into (45) . As in the case of standard RV SLAM approaches, an exact equivalence can only be shown by applying the conditions in (32) and (33) . In this case, from (25)
Substitution of (46) into (45) yields
which, according to Theorem 1, can be expressed as
where w RV (Z 1:k +1 , X k +1 , θ) corresponds to the particle weight of RV FastSLAM. Finally, substitution of (48) into (44) gives
Exactly as in RV MH-FastSLAM, (49) shows that for each particle q, a new, identical copy of that particle, in terms of its trajectory, is introduced, each with different association hypotheses θ, due to the double summation. The weight of each particle is now the product w q w RV (Z 1:k +1 , X k +1 , θ), corresponding to the particle weights in RV MH-FastSLAM. For reasons of tractability, in MH-FastSLAM, the updated map p M k +1 |x q 0:k +1 , Z 1:k +1 , in (49), is calculated using the extended Kalman filter (EKF).
= arg max
arg min
B. Relaxing Condition 3: Non-Unity Detection Probabilities
Recently, much of the SLAM literature has focused on ML batch estimation solutions of the form of (10), which in its RFS form is given in (15) . Such solutions are typically divided into two parts, one being referred to as the SLAM "front end", which attempts to solve the measurement to feature data association problem independently of what is referred to as the SLAM "back end" which then executes the ML estimation step in (10) [23] . This section now relaxes ideal detection condition 3), maintaining a state dependent probability of detection P D (x k , m) . Under these assumptions, the substitution of (25) into (15) yields (50). The negative log-likelihood can then be applied yielding (51). Under the Gaussian process and spatial measurement model assumptions of (52) and (53), where δ k and k were first introduced in (1) and (3) respectively, this yields an equation similar to the RV GraphSLAM solution [20] :
where the prior p (x 0 , M k ) in (50) has been factored into two independent priors p (x 0 ) = η exp − The difference between (54) and the RV GraphSLAM solution is the final line in (54), which would be zero under ideal detection condition 3). It is interesting to note that various RV solutions to GraphSLAM incorporate extra terms, in an attempt to improve the robustness of the SLAM back-end in the presence of false loop closures [23] , [32] . Although a direct relation between these methods and (54) cannot be precisely defined at this stage, SLAM solutions which minimize the log likelihood in (54), taking into account P D (x k , m), could provide an interesting avenue for further research.
VI. THE "IDEAL DETECTION CONDITIONS" CONUNDRUM
Note that the only way to derive current RV Bayesian and ML SLAM estimators from the general RFS measurement likelihood of (25) is by invoking assumptions (31) and/or (32) . Close examination of these assumptions exposes a conundrum in the foundations of such estimators. As was already shown in Section IV-B, the RFS measurement likelihood is formed by averaging over all association hypotheses, taking them all into account equally. To derive the basis of the RV SLAM formulations in Section IV-B from, and to relate the basis of current RV ML SLAM approaches in Section V-C to, the RFS measurement likelihood of (25) , the selection of a single association θ = θ * is necessary. This gives rise to (31) , which may introduce a statistical bias into RV SLAM estimators [3] .
Even in the derivation of RV MH-FastSLAM (Section V-B) in which ideal detection condition 2) was relaxed, the assumption of (32) was still necessary. This assumption yields another conundrum. In (32) a detection probability (of 0 or 1) is imposed based on a given association θ. The detection probability P D (x k , m) in (25) depends only on the joint state (x k , m) . However, when applying (32) it is possible that a given map feature -robot pose state pair (x k , m) can have different detection probabilities under different association hypotheses. Again, extraneous information may be included within the state, introducing a possible bias.
The results in Section VII will verify that under the conditions of low clutter and well separated map features, with respect to the robot's trajectory, the restrictive assumptions of (31) and/or (32) used in RV SLAM formulations can be approximately satisfied, yielding good results. When these "ideal detection conditions" are violated however, as eventually occurs in most realistic situations, the statistical biases incurred under these assumptions become apparent, resulting in the divergence of RV based SLAM algorithms.
VII. EXPERIMENTS
To validate the theoretical findings of the relationship between the RFS and RV formulations through the ideal detection conditions, SLAM simulations, as well as a real experimental dataset, will be used. The SLAM problem is selected because of its generality as a combination of the navigation and mapping/tracking problems. Since a computationally feasible approach to an RFS batch estimator does not yet exist, the validation will be conducted using the Bayes filter. Without approximations, the full Bayesian estimators are intractable in both the RFS and RV frameworks. Therefore, principled realizations of both formulations will be used for comparisons. The PHD-SLAM algorithm as implemented in [33] , and first introduced in [10] , will be compared to the RV based FastSLAM [34] 7 and MH-FastSLAM [36] algorithms through the use of simulations and real experimental data. These algorithms are used because of their similarity with the PHD-SLAM algorithm of [10] , [33] , as they are both based on the Rao-Blackwellized particle filter (PF).
To make a fair comparison, each of the tested algorithms starts with the same number (200) of particles. Both FastSLAM and MH-FastSLAM were implemented with a binary Bayes filter [37] , [38] (separate from the actual SLAM filter) that accounted for detection statistics for the purpose of tracking the probability of existence of map elements. As part of the map management routine, map element estimates with log-odds of existence below −5.0 were pruned. For data association in FastSLAM, the set of correspondences that gave the highest joint measurement likelihood were used for each update. 8 For computational tractability in the MH-FastSLAM algorithm, the hypotheses with the five highest joint measurement likelihoods were used [40] (i.e., each particle spawns into five particles representing different correspondences (the second summation over θ, RHS of (49)). After resampling, the particle count returned to 200. It is of interest to note that the PHD-SLAM algorithm has cubic complexity with respect to the number of targets or landmarks [41] . This is because PHD-SLAM performs a calculation involving every measurement to feature state combination, thus circumventing the data association problem. On the other hand, FastSLAM has a linear complexity on the number of targets and measurements, since it is reliant on an assumed single target to measurement association hypothesis, thus ignoring other potential association possibilities. However, for a fair comparison, the added complexity of the chosen data association algorithm used with FastSLAM should also be considered.
To measure the performance of each algorithm, the error in the vehicle trajectory estimates, measured from the particles with the highest importance weighting factors, were compared. Furthermore, the map errors related to the highest-weight particle were measured. Note that the amount of sensor noise affects the level of error, and the theoretical limit on the resulting estimate uncertainty (i.e., the Cramer-Rao lower bound). The sensor spatial noise uncertainty parameters for simulations and experiments were held constant, while the detection statistics were varied. Since the estimated and ground truth maps may differ in terms of both cardinality and spatial errors, a multi-object metric, which penalizes estimators for both types of error, is necessary. In the ensuing analyses the multi-object Optimal Sub-Pattern Assignment (OSPA) [42] and Cardinalized Optimal Linear Assignment (COLA) [43] metrics are adopted. The OSPA metric converts cardinality errors into state (e.g. spatial) errors by multiplying the cardinality error by the maximal allowed state (e.g. displacement) error c, referred to as the cut-off parameter. The combined converted cardinality and state errors therefore have units of the state error (e.g. meters). Conversely, the COLA metric, which was inspired by the OSPA metric, converts state (e.g. spatial) errors into fractional cardinality errors, by dividing the state errors by c. The combined cardinality and converted state errors therefore have the units of cardinality error (i.e. a counting error with no units). Both are true metrics, and in the case of robotic mapping, they exhibit subtle differences in their evaluations of mapping errors [43] . In a manner similar to the Mahalanobis distance, the COLA metric is dimensionless, and can be useful in assessing mapping performance when few features are deemed to correspond to any ground truth values.
A. Simulations
Simulations are used for the initial validation of the theoretical results since detection statistics can be accurately controlled and ground truth is available. In a simulated 2-D space, the vehicle traversed the environment shown in Fig. 1(a) , where the black dots are the locations of map elements, and the red dashed line is the true vehicle trajectory, starting at (0, 0), and ending near (35, 80) . A range-bearing sensor is simulated such that map elements with distances of 5 m to 25 m in any direction, may be detected according to the probability of detection. Independent of the real detections, false measurements were added according to the clutter intensity. The number of clutter measurements was Poisson distributed, while the clutter intensity was uniformly distributed over the measurement space. Spatial noise was injected into all map element estimates at each time-step to promote estimate convergence [44] as well as into the range measurements themselves. Over 2000 trials were conducted to obtain results over a wide range of detection probabilities and clutter intensities.
Under a high probability of detection and low clutter intensity (P D = 0.99, κ = 0.000001 m −2 , which equates to 0.0019 expected false measurements per time step), it was postulated that PHD-SLAM would perform very similarly to FastSLAM and MH-FastSLAM. Their trajectory estimates are shown in Fig. 1 . Visually, the estimates appear the same. Fig. 3(a)-(c) show the Euclidean position and orientation errors of the highestweighted particle in each of the three algorithms in comparison to ground truth. The order of magnitude of the errors are similar in all three cases. For the map estimate, Fig. 4(a) shows the OSPA errors for the three SLAM algorithms, based on a cut-off parameter c = 10.0 m and power p = 1 [42] , along with the cardinality estimate in Fig. 4(c) . The estimated number of map elements produced by PHD-SLAM does not follow the actual number of map elements as closely as FastSLAM and MHFastSLAM. This small discrepancy is caused by map elements that are close to the sensing boundary, where spatial uncertainty causes the probability of detection to be incorrectly estimated, thus leading to an error in the cardinality estimate, contributing to a larger OSPA error. In general, mismatches in the detection model parameters are known to result in biased cardinality estimates in RFS filtering [45] . Overall however, the three methods performed similarly, which verifies the hypothesis for close-toideal detection conditions.
Under non-ideal detection conditions of low detection probabilities and high clutter intensity (P D = 0.50, κ = 0.005000 m −2 , which equates to 9.45 expected false measurements per time step), estimate divergence is expected for Fast-SLAM and MH-FastSLAM due to their inherit assumptions on detection statistics and difficulties in data association. In comparison, PHD-SLAM should be able to make use of the detection statistics and perform more robustly. Fig. 2 shows the map and trajectory estimates. Similar to the close-to-ideal case, PHD-SLAM was able to produce a consistent map, with a trajectory estimate that followed closely to the ground truth trajectory. On the contrary, the map and trajectory estimates produced by FastSLAM diverged as evident in Fig. 2(c) . Even for MH-FastSLAM, which allows for multiple data association hypotheses, the clutter was too great and, due to the conundrum of assuming (32) , the estimate in Fig. 2(b) also diverged. This is further reflected in the trajectory errors in Fig. 3(d)-(f) . ). An ellipse with high opacity corresponds to a Gaussian weight / probability of existence close to 1. The poor map estimates produced by FastSLAM, and MHFastSLAM are reflected in the OSPA errors and the estimated number of map elements shown in Fig. 4(b) and (d) , respectively. Both FastSLAM, and MH-FastSLAM underestimated the number of elements in the map. One reason for this is that the binary filter used for tracking probabilities of existence only accounts for the average number of false measurements by approximating the probability of false alarm from this average. Since clutter is simulated as Poisson distributed, a high average number of false measurements also implies a high variance in that number, which is unaccounted for in the binary filter. To provide a more comprehensive oversight on how detection statistics affect both RFS and RV methods, the averaged COLA errors at the end of approximately 2000 simulation trials were obtained for various probabilities of detection (from 0.2 to 0.99) and clutter intensities (from 10 −6 m −2 to 10 −2 m −2 , corresponding to an average of 0.0019 and 18.9 false alarms per time-step, respectively). For a stricter penalization of spatial errors, the parameters of the COLA metric were c = 2.0 m and p = 1 [43] . The COLA metric was used in this case, because with these parameters, many of the estimated features under the low probability of detection and/or high clutter scenarios would not be assigned to ground truth values, thus resulting in multiple OSPA metric values very close to its limiting value c [43] . Each detection statistical setting was repeated 10 times. Fig. 5 shows the averaged Euclidean robot positional errors. Similar to the previous results from individual trials, the estimated errors increased for low probabilities of detection and high clutter intensities for RV FastSLAM. For PHD SLAM, the vehicle positional error only increased slightly as the probability of detection decreased. In terms of the map estimate, Fig. 6 shows that the mapping errors from the FastSLAM estimates are again high for non-ideal detection conditions. The map estimation error for RB-PHD SLAM also increased as the probability of detection decreased. For probability of detection values of approximately 0.3 and below, the PHD filter appears more fragile and tends to underestimate the cardinality (by over-correcting the probability of existence of a map element when it is not detected). However, good spatial estimates of map elements are maintained. This is why the map error increases with low probability of detection, and vehicle positional error increases slightly, but remains relatively low.
B. Victoria Park Dataset
To further validate the hypotheses on the performance of the various SLAM algorithms under different detection conditions, the Victoria Park dataset [46] was used to provide a more realistic scenario for making comparisons.
Suitable parameters for the spatial noise associated with the measurements had to be determined through trial and error. Similarly, the dataset contains a small amount of clutter, but the exact detection statistics are unknown, and their parameters had to be determined by trial and error. 9 The results in Fig. 7 show the estimates produced by the three SLAM algorithms. The figures on the left are the results from processing the original dataset, which are very similar to each other, and are consistent with the results in [34] , [35] . To make the detection conditions less ideal, artificial clutter was added to the dataset. The number of false measurements at each measurement time followed a Poisson distribution, and were uniformly distributed within the sensor field of view. Hence, on top of the 52974 measurements in the dataset, approximately 21500 artificial clutter measurements were added.
With the additional clutter, Fig. 7(b) shows that RB-PHD-SLAM performed similarly to the original dataset scenario but that FastSLAM (Fig. 7(f) ) and MH-FastSLAM (Fig. 7(d) ) diverged. It is worth noting that the estimate divergences occurred in parts of the trajectory with a low number of real detections, such as the region near coordinates (−50, 50). The low ratio of real versus clutter measurements caused the accompanying data association routines to incorrectly associate clutter measurements to estimates of real map elements, resulting in biased estimates. Overall, the results are consistent with those produced by simulations and validate the theoretical findings.
VIII. CONCLUSION
The formulation of navigation, mapping, and tracking problems using the RFS framework can be related to the RV formulation, only through the application of ideal detection conditions, which assume no clutter, a single and correct permutation of data association and a known map cardinality. In contrast, the RFS approach considers all possible permutations of data association while accounting for detection statistics, and unknown map cardinality. This is true not only for Bayesian filtering, but also ML batch estimation. A feasible solution to RFS-based batch estimation is however still an open problem and therefore the findings were validated using Bayesian filtering approaches.
The RFS based PHD-SLAM algorithm was shown to perform similarly to the RV based FastSLAM and MH-FastSLAM algorithms under close-to-ideal detection conditions. When conditions became non-ideal with low probabilities of detection and high clutter, PHD-SLAM continued to produce estimates with lower errors, whereas the estimates from the RV approaches diverged. This is due to their implicit assumption of ideal detection conditions, and the possible bias caused by the utilization of a single data association hypothesis.
It should also be noted that the PHD filter is the simplest approximation of an RFS Bayes filter. More advanced RFS filters, such as the CPHD and the MB filters, are expected to yield improved results. In particular, the LMB filter has been implemented for solving the SLAM problem in [17] . Through the understanding obtained in this article, the simpler RV formulation can be successful when detection conditions are close to ideal, where data association is unlikely to fail. However, in realistic cases of feature misdetections and high clutter, the more complex RFS framework provides a more robust approach.
